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prior to office 365, the support for the open xml format xlsx was not present in
excel. it was merely being utilized to prepare microsoft word documents.

furthermore, excel online will not be capable to examine and edit ooxml files. also,
it was formerly required to save ooxml file as docx to be able to be read by excel

online. for both of these functions, the brand new file generation feature is
beneficial. along with this, the sheet design model format can also be utilized to

create the requirements for microsoft excel data files. likewise, creating microsoft
excel data files is possible in different file formats by using the convert functions.

these include the xlsx, xslx, xlsm, xltm, xltx, xps, xpp, and crx. typically, this is only
for new documents while existing documents are opened using an activex control
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(in particular, an ole2 item) in office 2007. with the addition of the capability to
handle ole2 in office 2010 and the newer versions, this can be used for editing older
files too. the strength of this capability is the absence of a process of generating the

documents in the microsoft excel format, in addition to the enhanced capabilities
that are made available to the users. this feature provides the opportunity to edit a

document while it is opened in microsoft word or microsoft excel, or any other
document format. also, you can check a document when it’s open in the microsoft
office system in the event that there was a editing mistake done in the past. the

“send a url” feature lets users access the document they have or edit even when it
is not been loaded in the desktop. by clicking on the url, the document becomes a
linked attachment as stated above. this enables users to access it offline in case
their software is not running. just attach any file to a single line message and you
are able to send it to the person’s mail via mail, skype or slack. this likewise goes

for pdf, docx, pptx, xlsx, and xlsx spreadsheets. also, you can edit the attached pdf
and word documents. hence, this gives users a chance to edit the documents and
also add comments, post files to social media websites, or even download them
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